This paper describes a new four parameter method of analysis: :for determining of the stress intensity factor (SIF). The • method bypasses the error-prone measurements on the isochromatic pattern near to the crack tip and uses data from the • :near of the crack tip as well as extended stress field.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most effective methods of experimentally determining the stress intensity factor for a body containing a crack is to analyse the isochromatic pattern obtained from a photoelastic model. :Wells and Post (1) and Post [2] were the first to study the 'stress distribution for a static as well as for a dynamic • crack. Irwin (3) in a discussion to Ref. ( 2 ) showed that the .stress intensity factor could be determined from a single is-• ochromatic fringe loop. Bradley method by measuring r at e = rc/2 and omitting one term in • one of Irowin's equations. However, these methods are all based on a two-parameters (K1; c' ox) analysis. A critical , review of these two parameter methods was written by Etheri-• dge and Daily [ 6 ] a where these methods are compared and the errors are committed in the evaluation of the stress intensity factors are analyzed.
Etheridge and Daily [7] introduced a third parameter into the analysis by modiffyinq the Westergaard stress function 'to more closely account for stress field variations near the crack tip. ' Etheridge, Daily and Kobayashi [ 8 ] improved upon the three . parameter method, and presented a four parameter method for !determining the dynamic stress intensity factor. This method of analysis involves four parameters which include crack length (a) as a fictitious parameter.
•
The method presented here is more easy and the use of the full-field (near field as well as extended stress field)data 'parmits.a significant improvement in the accuracy of determining the stress intensity factors.
The method of analysis discussed herein involves four pareoeters which include: the stress intensity factor K, a normal stress 675x , a parameter p in a term added to the stress function, and a parameter Fp which introduced here to take care of far field and accurate determination of the stress intensity factor STATIC CRACK ANALYSIS °Following Irwin [ 3 ] and factoring out KiiiTEE the stress field in the vicinity of the crack tip may be approximated by selecting Westergaard stress function. The maximum shear stress can be computed from
The fundamental equation for the determination of the form of the isochromatic fringe loop follows upon substituting equ. (9)-(11) into eque. (12) and takes the form.:
The stress optic law states that Nf (14) max = 2h
:where: N is the isochromatic fringe order, fer is the material fringe values, h is the model thickness. 
INTRODUCTION OF THE FOURTH PARAMETER
LetZ max and iemax represent respectively the maximum shear : stress arising from approximate and exact solutions for infinite plates. Theocaris and Gdoutos (9J have shown that, the error in 1: max values can be corrected by estimating the errors in the -? ,max/allax relationship and then using that in-!formation for correction. The introduction df the fourth parameter will follow on a similar basis for finite plates.
Let 7,7 max and K correspond the exact, maximum shear and SIF values respectively for finite plate. One can then write:
iwhere Q is an unknown constant to be determined later and
K I being exact SIF value for infinite plates.
:Substituting forirmax and K1 bymax and 144 respectively in equation (13), one gets. In the previous section, a technique for the determination : of,0 and a. was given, with the assumption that Fp will be ' known at that stage. : Here, the evaluation of F0 is introduced in form of general ' expression for center crack, single edge and double edge crack mode-I and mixed mode problems in plates. can gets accurate value:, of )5 and Chart for the computer program presented in Fig. 2 . • Using the accurate values of ft . and 404C. , the stress intensity Lfactor '<I can be precisely determined from equation (15). In order to apply the above described new method for the .determination of (SIF), experimental work was carried out on : finite plate made of Dobeckot -505, having (CCT) central crack, subjected to uniform axial tensile stress using transmission technique. The mechanical and optical properties of: :the material used are summarized in Table 1 . Near field as well as extended stress field (0.02 rm/a 0.5) data is used to determine SIF values by the four parameter 'method and the two results are compared. Fig. 4 show that four parameter method gives very good agreement with the ana ,lytical results in the range of A (=2a/W) varying from 0.1 to .0.6. Errors in SIF values by two and three parameter methods when compared with the analytical results are in the range of 13.2 of 45.9 percent, while the error in SIF values using four parameter method, is in the range of -0.08 to 3.6 percent only.
CONCLUSIONS
:A new four parameter method of analysis was presented and used to accurately determine the mode-I (KI) stress intensity factor in CCT plates. A comparison of the values of SIF calculated from near the crack tip stress field data using Bradly and Kobayashi's two parameter, Etheridge and Daily's .three parameter and four parameter methods with the analti-:cal results have clearly shown that the superiority of the present four parameter method. The SIF results are found to be reasonable with the present method even when extended str-, iess field data (0.02 (rm/a <0.5) is used.
NOTE
A further series of experiments were also carried out for finite plates having SEN and DEN for mode-I as well as mixed :mode. crack problems on finite plates as well as in cylindrical shells. The results to be published successively.
